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A METHOD FOR LOCAL TRANSPORT ANALYSIS IN TOKAMAKS
WTTH ERROR CALCULATION
G.M.P.Hogeweit. GHonttsv* and NX Lopes Caidozo
FOM Institute for Plasmt Physics "Rijnhuizen", Association EURATOM-FOM,
P.O. Box 1207,3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands
* on leave from Central Research Institute for Physics, Budapest, Hungary
Inffodufflgn
Global transport studies have revealed that heat transport in a tokamak is anomalous, but
cannot provide information about the nature of the anomaly. Therefore, local transport analysis
is essential for the study of anomalous transport. However, the determination of loc^oaiisport
coefficients is not a trivial affairj Generally speaking one can either directly measure die heat
diffusivity, %, by means of heat pulse propagation analysis 12,4,5], o£deduce the profile of x
from measurements of die profiles of the temperature, T, and the power opposition (1,2]. Here
For die sake of clarity heat diffusion only is considered:
p = -gradT/q

(I)

where p = K"1 = (nx)'1 is die heat resistivity and q is die heat flux per unit area. It is assumed
that the profiles T(r) and q(r) are given with some experimental error. In practice T(r) is
measured directly, e.g. from ECE spectroscopy, while q(r) is deduced from the power
deposition and loss profiles. The latter cannot be measured directly and is partly determined on
die basis of models. This complication will not be considered here.
Since in Eq.(l) die gradient of T appears, noise on T can severely affect die solution p.
This means dial in general some form of smoothing must be applied. A criterion is needed to
select die optimal smoodung. Too much sinoouung wiU wipe out u^detaih, whereas widi too
little smoothing the noise will disaxt die lecoiistructed profile of p.
Here a new method to solve Eq.(l) is presented which expresses p(r) as a cosine-series.
The coefficients of this series are given as linear conibinations of u^ Fourier coefficients of the
measured T- and q-profiks. This fornwlationalk>wsi)üwKabte and accurate cafculati
p-profik,andü)teaiiaryticalcakalat^

.
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Method
The transport is treated as a 1-D problem in cylindrical geometry. Il is well-known that the
temperature profile in a tokamak is of a self-similar shape in practically all conditions. This
suggests an expansion of the profile around this typical shape, for which a Gaussian is taken.
As an educated guess for die p-profile p is taken uniform, p(x) = po, where x denotes the
normalized radius, r/a. Hence we write:
T(x)»Trfx) + T,(x)
q(x) = q0(x) + qI(x)

T0(x) = To(0)exp(-x2/X2)
2

(2)
2

qrfx) = ho 2x X* exp fV/X ).

(3)

First X and ho are determined by fitting qg to the deduced q-profile, secondly T0(0) is
determined by fitting T 0 to the measured T-profile. In most practical cases we can satisfy die
condition q t Aio«l everywhere, so that we can make a Taykx-expansk» of p:
P = - (T07qo) (l+Ti7T0*) (l+q^qo)"1 = Po (1+TY/iy - q,/qo - T^/T^'q^ , (4)
where OQ = ToCOVho- We approximate the elements of this expression by Fourier series. To get
well-behaved Fourier expansions the interval of x is extended from [0,1] to [-7KJ2X}. The
profiles are mirrored around x=0, and a continuation cf the profiles beyond x*l is made such
that the derivatives vanish at x=±2X.
For T 0 ' and qo the Fourier series are calculated analytically. They are sine series. The
lowest order sine is divided out and cosine series for Ho*)"1 andqo'1 are obtained by making a
Taylor expansion. The Fourier expansion of die measured profiles T{ and q ( are determined
numerically with a FFT routine. Thus p is expressed as:
p = I a„cos(nxKy2X) .

(5)

The a n are complicated bilinear combinations of die Fourier coefficients of die measured
profiles. An expression for a„ is given in (3).
Summarizing, die procedure is to firstly determine p©, "f ©(0) wA X by fitting % and T 0 to
die measured profiles, secondly determine the Fourier coefficicfus of T|' and q } and finally
insert diose in die expression for a,, to find die solution p with £q.{5).
In die experimental situation one has an estimate of die noise on die irjeasured T profile.
We assume white noise for diis study. Uncertainties in die deternv.natton of die q-profile will
not be considered here, but can be treafeb analogously.
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The noise level can be indicated in die Fourier spectrum of the profiles. In the computation
of p the Fourier series of T and q should be truncated at the highest significant harmonic. This
criterion can be built into a code, which then automatically calculates p with die maximum
amount of detail that can be extractedfix»»the measurements.
Test icsults and error analysis
To test die method, a computer code was made dut takes profiles of p ai. • ine power
density (p) as input and computes the corresponding profiles of T and q. The generated Tprofile is perturbed wim random noise and subsequendy die p-profile is reconstructed from this
perturbed T-profile and die computed q-profile, following the recipe described above. The
noist added to die T-profUehas a Gaussian prooabUity distribution, widi a standard deviation
o T which is given as a fraction of the central temperature. For comparison also a
straightforward numerical solver is used, which calculates T by fitting a parabola to five
subsequent data-points and dien evaluates Eq-(l) directly.
By making many (M) runs widi die code, die variance o£, a measure of die quality of the
reconstruction is calculated:

oj = (NMr'ILiP»,**»** - Pi„J2 -

(6)

The summations are over die different runs and die measuring points in the profile,
respectively. N is die number of measuring points, o^can be written as

widi
°p2s«« = ( N M ) ' l Z £ t a M M a M d - <P«o««c«d>] 2

(8)

ffp2^-N-,Z[<PbHMWaw>-PhPJ2

<*>

and
-

Here < > denotes an average over many runs. Hence o p is die quadratic sum of die average
sttOSDcemjrofeachpoimoftrieprofikanddiesY
In Fig. la and lb die results are presented for two cases: a) a uniform p-profile, b) a pprofile which exhibits a local minimum (which could represent a large magnetic island). The
noise level is 2.5% of T(0) in these cases.The profile of die power density corresponds to an
experimental situation where half of die input power is k ^ inrough radix»*) in tf^
data are based on expected values of die new Dutch tokamak RTP: T(0) = 1 KeV, P (0(a , = 200
KW, R * 0.72 m, a * 0.16 m.
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The plots on the (eft show the normalized input profiles of p, p, and the corresponding
profile of T. The plots on the right show the input p-profiles together with <pttcüm3mKVaf>±
standard devktkw. The hatched areas correspond to die new method; the broken lines (—)to
die direct numerical solver. Clearly die new method gives in both cases a better result than die
direct numerical solver. Both die systematic and the statistic error are significantly smaller.
It should be noted that the program autornatk^y truncal the Fowier-series of T and q at
the proper harmonic, i.e. where die spectrum sinks in the noise. For the T-profiles used in
Fig.laand lbuWhaypemafwyn^2ndand^haiuionit,iespectrvely.

1.5

0.20

Fig. I. Reconstruction of the profile ofpfrom measured profiles ofTandp using
a direct sober (-—) and the new method (

)

To further illustrate this, in Rg2a and 2b the values of a j , o p z k M and a p 2 f y „ are plotted
as a function of the number of harmonics that are retained in the spectra of T and q for the
profiles shown in fig. la and 1 b respectively. The position of the onniiiiumu a function of 0>
and of the profile stupes. In case a, the profiles are smciom, hence the systematic error is smal J
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even when the spectra are truncated at a very low harmonic. In case b, the profiles do have
significant higher harmonics; hence truncating the spectra at too low hannonics leads 10 a large
systematic error. Clearly in this case an optimal reconstruction is obtained when using 4
harmonics.
Since estimates of errors in the Fourier coeffkaents of T and q are known, die statistic
errors in the Fourier coefficients of p can be computed straightforwardly. From this error
spectrum die errors on die points of the reconstructed o-profile are obtained. The following
simple expression gfves a reasonable estimateforc p a t a point K in (0,1):

S<»)*« - Po I W

1

(10)

tforjïïim.

where Nt is die number of asms taken in die Fourier scries of T.
2.5

2.5

Ei&2-Systematic and sumac error asfunction of the number cf harmonics.
In Rg.3 die errors for caseb) according ioEq.(10) are plotted as a function of radius, and
compared to die errors diat are computed by makingmany runs widi random variation of the
inpuL Oeariy the new formalism provides us with a means» assess tJie statistical error in the
reconstructed o-profile in an analytic way.
Conclusion
A formalism is consulted m calculate p f ^ ^
By expanding the profiles around an educated guess, we were able to express p as a linear
combination of die Fourier coefficients of* trie profdes of T and q.Trus linear form allows dte

6

analytic calculation of the propagation of errors. Aa optimal nxonslniction is obtained when the
quadratic sum of the statistic and systematic errors is mminnzed. The exror ban on the tesult
can be computed dixectly from the errors on the T- and q-prcfiles. For these reasons, the
proposed formalist!! is superior to a soughtforwani numerical solver.

0.09
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Fig. 3. Calculated (Ea.W) and empirical enor ban m the reconstructed p.
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Expansions of the flux and the current density
in toroidal systems
PrPhrvanMiHigCT
FQM Institute for Plasma Physics "Rijnhuizen', Association EURATOM FOM,
P.O. Box 1207,3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands
Introduction
An important topic in tokamak fusion research is the determination of the magnetic
equilibrium, determined by the Grad-Sltafranov (GS) equation, inside the plasma, using
magnetic probes mat are located outside the plasma. This ptobkan is iU-posed: small variations
in the boundary data may cause large changes in the solution some distance away. The illposedness may be overcome by expanding the flux function in a set of solutions to the
homogeneous GS equation, and taking only a futile number of terms into account. In order to
find a solution inside die plasma, the current distribution must generally be restricted to some
physicallyrelevantclass.
If, in the vacuum region outside the plasma, die flux funown is expanded in a complete set
of solutions toritehomogeneous GS equation, obtained by separation in toroidal coordinates,
die expansion coefficients are called multipolar moments. Such moments have been shown to
provide a good description of thefluxoutside die rJasma[l].Tne moments medrad can also be
applied to die problem of computing externalfieldsandfluxesfrom a specified equilibrium. A
drawback of die method is die absence of simple relationships between diese moments and
physically more meaningful global plasma parameters.
Current moments, on die outer hand, are widely used to obtain such global plasma
parameters as die total current, position of die current centre, etc. [2]. Because diese moments
can easily be computed from die magnetic signals, they are often used as plasma control
parameters.

M^ttwrf for Qbttirrini* nclitHTfrihtpt ^gtwteT^ nwlttpgiaf and currcm rrwfnoua:
The poloidalfluxfunction y obeys die GS equation:
A*y «-2XJIQRJ^
A*y=0

inside die plasma
outside die plasma

where A > • R^flf 2 V», and j» is die toroidal current density.

(1)
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Toroidal coordinates are defined by means of thefollowingrelationships with the usual
cylindrical coordinates (R.Z» [1,5]:

RprinhQ

R

coshd - cosü)*

2 = _J52ËÜ5L_.

(2)

coshB - cos©

Here RQ is die p». - of the coordinate system. A complete set of solutions to die homogeneous
GS equation A*y = 0 is found upon separmting equation (1) in these coordinates. The
solutions, called toroidal harmonics, are generally expressed in terms of the half integer
Legendrc functions [4,5.61. It is now possibletoexpand the flux function y at any position in
space in die toroidal harmonics. The expansion coefficients are called the internal and external
multipolar moments, respectively.
A medtod has been found by which any current moment, as given by eq. (3), can be
written in terms of die multipolar moments.
? x s J * M S » whereA*x = 0.
(3)
a
It is possible to choose x such dial die resulting current moments correspond to die usual
polynomial current moments introduced in (2] and often used in tokamak research. Some
families of solutions % to die homogeneous GS equation are given in [3]. The following set of
polynomials Xa generates a useful set of current moments:

Xo = 1 .
Xi - Z ,

£o

k!(k+l)!(n-2k-2)!LRJ

where U denotes rounding to the nearest smaller integer. TTiesepc4ync«mals satisfy A*Xn = 0.
The concreterelationshipsbetween die current moments corresponding to eq. (4) and die
multipolar moments have been derived for n £ 6. Results for n £ 2 are shown in Table 1
(following die notation of [1]).
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Table 1: Expression of cunent moments in tenm of tte
X-Zo=l:

^ = lps f ( j ) d S = - - ^ - Ë M i
2Km)R0nt=o
g

% = %,=£

4 =2 ^
jj

C

(toalanrem)

f( Zj^ ) dS = -2S-E m M j;*
XUOm=0

(Z-coordinate of current centre)
2

x =—=»
X2 = R

<£=i&ip* f(R 2 j # )ds=ï^X< ra H) M ii c
(R-coordinate of current centre)

Expansion of the toroidal anient density
It is possible to ortiionormalize the functions given by eq. (4) by introducing an inner
product (Xi'Xpw defined by (XiOCpw s JwXiXj 6S> where w = w(R,Z) is a weight function.
The integration is over die R-Z plane. One can now apply die Gram-Schmidt procedure [5] to
onhonorrnalize die functions %\ with respect to the inner product (,)w. This yields a set of
functions ^ satisfying A*£, = 0 and fajty* = Sy.
In analogy with (3), current moments ^ = fe j ^ dS «(^,w"%) w are defined. Then

*=£*Ui*

(5)

is die best approximation to j ^ in die space spanned by f ^w). Even so, this expansion is not
necessarily a solution to die GS equation.
The expansion (5) should converge quickly, so die zcroch-order approximationtoj^, $ ,
should in some sen» be close to a realistic current pn9ffle»Noieu^mxn (5) follows j { s 4 | w ,
so diat diis demand is in fact a restriction on the shape of w. «Iso, w must be such diat it
produces a well-behaved inner product, or, in other words, w must be a function of rapid
decay (Le. fall off more rapidly than die inverse of any polynomial in R and Z), such that
GfcXj)* »integrableforall (XiJCj)These two considerations lead to die choice of a Gaussian for w:

10
ï

r

(RR

w> 2 1

w=—5-expl-^-J
2JCO£

(6)

***

The normalization of w is such that Mil* = 1. R„ and o w can still be chosen. 1 ^ will typically
correspond to the centre of a current distribution, while a,, will com pond to its width.
It is very important to observe dial the & do not form a complete set Nevertheless the total
current, current weight centre etc. can still be produced accurately. When applying dus method
in practice, the approximation (5) can be optimized by choosing an optimal R^ and a w to fit a
particular measurement. This is achieved by setting Rw = [qfycfylf2. A good choice for o w can
be provided by some scaling law. We have tried the method with a simple numerical model and
found that it actually docs provide a good approximation to die current profile, that can be
obtained in a fast way. The expansion functions are displayed in Kg. 1.
Error analysis
An error analysts on die methods for obtaining the multipolar and current moments was
performed. Using a simple wire model of the plasma, we computed die various moments both
directly and by using simulated measurements of fluxes and fields outside die plasma. These
measurements were perturbed widi random noise to simulate measurement errors. The current
moments were found to be more stable widi respect to diis noise dian die multipolar moments.
To illustrate dris, we compare die results for die first multipolar moment (m=l) and die
corresponding current moment (i=2). At a measurement error level of 3%, Mj'c could be
recovered widi 3% accuracy, Mj ,c with 12%, while die current moment, q*. could be
recovered widi 0.7% accuracy.
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DENSITY R.UCRJATIONMEASUREMEr>aS IN THE TORTURTOKAMAK
G.JJ. Remkes. CJ. Barth, B. de Groot, S.K. Kim»
H. de Kluiver, RA. van der Laan and A.J.H. Donné
FOM-Institutc for Plasma Physics, 'Rijnhuizen', Association EURATOM-FOM,
P.O. Box 1207,3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands.

Introduction
In the TORTUR tokamak (R = 0.46 m, a = 0.085 m, B j < 2.9 T, Z^r < 2) plasmas arc
produced by currents up to 55 kA during about 40 ms. By the application of elevated loop
voltages, a stationary weakly turbulent state is brought about with an enhanced dissipation, due
to low-frequency electromagnetic turbulence [1], In this way, relatively high values of the
electron and ion temperatures (up to 1 keV) are obtained at high plasma densities
(< 1020 nv3). Despite the weakly turbulent state of the plasma, die energy confinement time (<
2.5 ms) follows closely die values from currently used scaling laws. A typical TORTUR shot
is shown in Fig. 1.
60

5

40
a

T

20

0

O

5

10

19

2 0 2 9 3 0 3 9 4 0
*

t

(uw)

Fig. 1. Plasma current as a function of'timefor a typical TORTUR shot.
Fluctuations due to plasma turbulence in TORTUR have been studied previously by
means of collective scattering of 4 mm waves in a wide frequency range extending from 10
kHz up to 100 MHz [2,3].
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Experimental set-up
The present set-up can measure collective scattering of 2 mm waves for a range of
scattering angles (4°-40° and 80°-100°) and in the samefrequencydomain as used in the 4
mm scattering set-up. A schematic drawing of the 2 nun scattering device is given in Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. Schematic drawing ofthe collective scattering set-up.
A part of the microwave power from a 65 roW klystron source is branched off by a beam
splitter and is fed directly to the local oscillator input of a double-balanced mixer (homodyne
detection). The other part of the microwave power is shaped into a gaussian beam which is
focussed onto the centre of the plasma. This is performed by means of an oversized waveguide
antenna, two lenses and a gold-coated mirror. The receiving system is identical to the beam
launching system. By means of changing the angle and the position of the two mirrors it is
possible to tune the device to various k-values (restricted to the poloidal plane). The scattering
vectors are nearly parallel to the equatorial plane pointing in- or outwards. The finite
dimensions of the scattering volume implies triat measurements performed at the plasma edge
are mainly sensitive to fluctuations propagating in the radial direction, whereas measurements
near the plasma centre yield both radially and azimuthaUy propagating fluctuations.
The range of k-values is 2 - 20 cm 1 . The device allow* also measurements at larger kvalues, but here the spectral density is thought to be small. The one-dimensional k-resolution is
typically 2 cm', dependent on the scattering angle. The spatial resolution is about 1 cm.
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The mixer output is preamplified and divided in a low, an intermediate and a high
frequency domain from 10 - 103 kHz, 0.25 - 4 MHz and 0.7 - 100 MHz respectively. The
signals are further amplified with adjustable amplification factors and real timerecorded.The
recordings start simultaneously during the shot and cover time slices of 4,1 and 0.3 ms for the
low, the intermediate and the high frequency domain, respectively. Fast Fourier Transform
techniques are applied on die signals to obtain three separate frequency spectra. These can be
combined to yield the complete spectrum from 10 - 10 s kHz.
Results
In Fig. 3, the spectral scattered power (Pfc), observed at the plasma centre, is shown as a
function of frequency (f). Curve A and Bare observed at k-values of 5 and lScnr^resp.

10- 1 3

10- 1 4

h/\/%ii
~

10- 1 5

I

N

I
w 1Q-16
M

tL

*

to-"

10 - I B

10 - 1 9 _

10 - 2 0 L
104

Fig. 3. The complete spectrum of the mixer output, due to densityfluctuations in the plasma
centre. Curve A and B are observed at k-values of5 and IS cmr1, resp. Curve C
represents the noise level.
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From curve A it is seen that for f > 100 kHz and k=5 cm' 1 the spectra) power is
proportional to f"4. Curve C represents the noise kveL
The total scattered power present in three frequency bands» roughly corresponding to die
formerly mentioned domains, could be obtained by means of band filters and rectifiers. The
time evolution of these utree signals has beenrecordedfor die full discharge duration. In Fig. 4
the power present in the frequency band 0.7 - 3 MHz is shown as a function of time. The spike
in the beginning of the curve corresponds to the predischarge. This shows that the plasma
behaviour is different for the predischarge and die plateau stage.

t
Fig. 4. The scattered power integrated inihefrequencyband 0.7-3 MHz dwing the
TORTUR discharge.
In many shots, a strong correlation between the signals obtained from collective scattering
and from the poloidal and toroidal pick-up coils has been observed, as is demonstrated in Figs
Sa and 5b. The fourier transforms of these signals have been compared. Narrow spikes of 30
kHz with higher harmonics are present in the spectra of the scattered signal and of the pick-up
coils. These frequencies can be ascribed to MHD-modes with m=2 and n=l. This effect is not
likely to be due to "Bragg scattering'.
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42

11.30

11.30

11.42

Ei&J.. The signals from (a) collective scattering at the plasma centre
at k~75 an'1 and (b) from apohuktf pick-mi coil, as afunction of time.
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ATlM&OmJGOTSKCntOMEra
HYDROGEN ATOMS
W. van Toledo. A.R. de Bice. R. vanBuuren.H. de Kluiver and A J Jl. Prime
FOM Institute for Plasma Physics, Rijnhuizen', Association EURATOM-FOM,
P.O. Box 1207,3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands

Low energetic neutral hydrogen atoms that are released from wall and limiters of a
tokamak as well as Franck-Cbndon neutrals may undergo charge exchange with plasma ions.
The resulting fast neutrals are not confined ID the magnetic field and thus contribute to energy
losses, including those due to impurity radiation wfien the fast aioim sputter tinrxnity ions fiotn
the wall. These processes determine die particle and energy transport from the plasma center
and quantities as the sputtering coefficient, the reflection coefficient of the wall and the
diffusivity of H or D in die wall material play a decisive rofe here. By detectmg especially die
cold neutrals from die boundary layer one gains infonnatkn on die hydrogen or deuterium
recycling and hence on the energy balance of die plasinapfnjs paper shaU be concerned widi a
time-of-flight method, thatrequiresdirect detection of hydrogen atoms and is able to detect
hydrogen or deuterium atoms widi an energy down to 10 eV. |
The poor detection sensitivity of detectors like channeltrons, channelplates, etc. for low
energetic neutrals requires conversion of die atoms into charged particles that must be
accelerated towards die detector. The method ordinarily used is that of the Daly detector [1,2].
Its main disadvantage is mat die emission coefficient varies two orders of magnitude in the
energy range from 10 to 200 eV and drops sharply below 20 eV, that is in die energy region in
which we are interestenYFo overcome mis disadvantage a new detection method was proposed
[3], drawing upon a suggestion made by Massmann et al. [4]. The method is based on
conversion of hydrogen atoms from die plasma into H* ions on a cesiated tungsten (110)
surface. Because of die low work function of the surface die affinity level of me hydrogen
atoms is easily populated by an electron from the surface.
The time-of-flight spectrometer (see Fig. 1) consists of a chopper disk witfi 16 equally
spaced slits and running at 400 Hz, a flight tube and a detector housing. The open time varies
from 6 to 10 |is and me duration of a spectrum from 150 to 250 us.
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Fi$. /. Schematic overview of the ttne-cf-fttght spectrometer.
The various oWcicafuü pimping sections
tonis(l x 10-3TOCT) to the vacuum chamber (1 x 10"9TofT). After passage through the tube
the neutrals will hit the cesialcd surface in die vacuum chamber (see Hg, 2).
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Fig. 2. The scattering chamber: /. tungsten surface; 2. collimator; 3. raiorbtade light dump;
4JS. channeltrons; 6,7 moveable shutters.
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The cesium is contained in a socaikd dispenser and is evaporated at a constant rate when
current is applied throughritedispenser. The generated H~ ions are detected by a channeltron
which had to be mounted in a box BO prevent it from being covered with cesium during or
shortly after die dispenser activation period. Cesium is blowntoreact viofendywhh lead-glass
(u^mamcoojooncMofutedua^uisXTheeffOT
of the channeliron output When die cessation is ruühcd die dispenser bptuled into a cavity ra
a LN2 cooling trap situated above die tungsten target In dut position redundant cesium is
trapped on the cooled surface.The dispenser is moved back in front of the crystal whenever
cesiabng of die surface is required. By die time the dispenser has been withdrawn, a shutter
that covers die entrai.ee of die box is opened, so dut H* ions reflecting from the cesiated
surface can be detected. To mis end a positive bias voltage of 1000 V is applied to the
channeltron. Unfortunately, this bias voltage stimulates cold ekxoonic emission from metallic
parts outside die box d m have been partially covered widi cesium. These electrons are equally
attracted by die fie d towards die channeltron and are a cause of severe noise during the first
minute after cesiating. Placing grids at die entrance of die box could not prevent penetration of
die field. A razor-blade dump was designed, to prevent saturation of die channeltron due to
excessive exposure to plasma light, which is led to die dump whereas the H~ ions are bent to
the channdtron.
Positive hydrogen ions (H2+) from the source mounted on die flight tube (see Fig. 1)
have been made incident on die surface for calibration put poses. We were compelled to work
widi Hj* instead of H * ions because of die small H + production of die ion source which would
have made calibration cumbersome, especially attowenergies. The dissociation of the incident
ions near die surface has been taken into account. All incident ions are neutralized before
reflecting from die surface, while die H~ formation process takes place after reflection. For this
reason die neutralization of the positive ions does not interfere widi the H* formation process.
This means diat positive ions can be used for calibration purposes and that the results are valid
for measurements with neutral atoms. This idea has been confirmed in work by Van Wunnik et
al.[5).
Each efficiency value was obtained by determining he difference in the number of
reflected particles from an activated and not activated surface and by dividing die outcome by
die number of incident ions. The latter value is obtained by pulling downward die platform on
which die surface and surface holder are mounted, togedier widt a second shutter diat protects a
negatively biased channeltron (see Fig. 2) which detects die incoming positive beam. The two
channeluons are identical. All data have been corrected for noise in die channeltron output due
to cold ekxtronic emission and cesium.
The efficiency and consequendy die detection sensitivity is maximum for a cesium
coverage of about half a monolayer (= 3.3 x 10 14 atoms/cm2). With this cesium coverage the
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conversion efficiencies were measured before
proposed technique . The best results were found to occur when the neutral
angle of 78* with the surface normal (see Fg. 3, uiattgfc&The calibration
in detail in Ref.(3). The conversion efficiencies are exponentially
perpendicular K> the surface normal, which has been ptediciedfromtheoretical
16].
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Fif-3.
The conversion efficiency as a
function of energy and the
reciprocal normal incident
velocity per nucleon. Circles
obtained with channeltrons,
triangles with Faraday cups.

The found conversion efficiencies are smaller than those obtained by Faraday cups (see fig. 3).
One of the possible causes is thai we are not able to monitor how die efficiency varies with
cesium coverage unlike me calibration done with Araday cups. Asa icsdt the cesuim coverage
might not have been half a monolayer. The optimum cesium coverage had to be found by
adjusting the dispenser activation time and the dispenser current. The values were stored in a
memory to assure the same coverage throughout the whole calibration.The accuracy of the data
is in the order of 20%. The data below 20 eV are less accurate because the dissociation energy
of H2+ ions is in the order of the incident velocity per nucleon.
Very good vacuum conditions are required to prevent contamination of the surface. Under
such conditions it is not necessary, as was originally intended, to perform a new surface
activation between each two discharges. Only after half an hour of operation we saw a
considerable decline of the efficiency, provided that the surface has been cleaned thoroughly
before covering it with cesium. This is done by flashing the surface once at 2000° C before
each activation. The time-of-flight spectrum in Fig. 4 extends to approximately 60 (is and is the
product of adding 52 subsequent spectra obtained within one single plasma shot, taking a
chopper open time indicator as reference signal. This has been done for statisticalreasons.The
small number of slits in the chopper disk and consequently the long duration of a single
spectrum allows for a clear distinction between plasma signal and background. The latter
consists of noise from cesium and cesium-induced electronic emission, and X-rays from the
plasma. The spectrum in Fig. 4 is corrected for this background signal.
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Fig.4. Time-ef-ftigkt spectrum.
T * X-ray induced background has been minirrri7rrl by constructing die chopper disk out
of 1 mm duck stainless steel. Only during die open time X-rays could reach die detector, but
measurements done with a 2 fim macrofoU placed between surface and plasma did not bring
forward any significant signal.
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TOE OBSERVATION OF NON-THERMAL FEATURES BY TANGENTIAL
THOMSON SCATTERING ATTHETORTURTOKAMAK
A.CA.PT VÜ» Ummercn, CJ. Bath. AJ.H. Done, Q C van Est and G.CHM. Verhaag
FOM Institute for Plasma Physics, *Rijnhuittn\ Association EURATOM FOM,
P.O. Box 1207.3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands.

Tangential Thomson scattering at TORTUR plasmas was set-up to determine the local
current density j ^ . From a feasibility lest it was expected trmjysxüd be measured in a single
laser pulse with an accuracy of 20% [1] at 1^ = 5 x 101* wor\ Similar measurements were
performed by Alladio and Manone [2] adding several shots ID determine j ^ . Our experiment is
thefirstthat measures a complete tangential spectrum by a single laser pulse.
Experimental set-up
In the TORTUR tofcamak [3] (R =0.46 m, a «0.085 m, B T = 2.9T) hydrogen plasmas
are produced by plasma currents up to 55 kA during about 40 ms (see Rg. 1).
At densities of 5 x 1 0 l 9 m ~ 3

plasma

temperatures up to about 800 eV are attained.
Plasmas with relatively high values of pokridal
beta are obtained during die mildly currentdriven turbulent heating which occurs
immediately after initial plasma formation, and
are maintained during the plateau stage.

t

0

5 10 19 2 0 2 5 3 0 3 5 4 0
»- t

(m)

Fig. 1.Typical plasma current.
Thomson scattering over 90° is applied to measure the local electron temperature, T c , and
density, n e , at two radial positions, r = 5 and 60 mm, respectively. Ac r = 5 mm the scattering
spectrum can be observed both radially as well as tangentially (see Fig. 2a). All observations
are performed with the same high-transmission 20-channel polychromator which covers a
spectral range of 600 to 800 nm [4]. The radial measurement of T c and r^ can be performed
with an accuracy of 1 %, which allows for the recording of non-thermal features in the electron
velocity distribution. These phenomena can also be observed in the tangential direction
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although its collection efficiency is five times smaller. Adeqme conectkw for plasma light is
possible since it is sampled just before and after Ac laser pulse. During the plateau stage of the
plasma these samples are equal within the staübcalenpor. The laser beam i^dnectcd vertically
through the plasma (Fig. 2a), while the scattered ta^ is collected in die horizontal plane

Stop

two-position prism

to
poJycfinmAlof

- f

Fig. 2a. Experimental set-upfar tangential and radialThomson scattering
From Fig. 2b it becomes clear that the scattering vector, fc, is under 45° with the horizontal
plane, since 0 - 9 - 90°. It should be emphasized that the observed spectrum represents the
projection of the electron velocity distribution on &

Fig. 2b. Scattering geometry.
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Results
An example of a single shot j ^ -measurement is given in Rg. 3 from which one gets (1 ±
0.2) x 10 7 AAn 2 . The sign of the wavelength shift corresponds to tteactudcuirent direction.
Assuming Spitzer resistivity with 2^=2

[5J.T e ~ 44f>t •'. i ^ = 5.87 x 10 1 *a»" 3 and V i =

5 V one finds j ^ = 8.3 x 10* AAn 2 , corresponding to % = • 1 Earlier observations in the
radial direction at TORTUR (131 revealed the existence of distortions of the scattered
spectrum. The present recordings confirm these radial spectra (Rg. 4a, b). Moreover, similar
spectra are observed in the tangential direction (fig. 4c, d). During the build-up phase of the
plasma the non-thermal features on the radial spectra are stronger than during the plateau
(Fig. 4b). The amplitude and wavelength shut of these non-thermal features are influenced by
plasma conditions, such as direction of the Moid^ magnetic field, ion mass and T ^

3
D

I
•

t
Fig. 3. A scattered spectrumfrom tangential observation, t-lOms,
Ma = 25 ±05nm, ne = (5A7 ±0.16) x W&mr3,
Te = 446 ±11 eV. The dots represent the scattered and the open circles the
plasma light.

Fig. 4. (next page) Scattered spectra and relative deviations, & with respect to the fit,
correctedfor relatmstic effects.
a) radial direction, t- 10 ms, Te- 406 eV, n€-6Xïx 10}* nr3
b) radialdirection,t~4ms, Te = 575eV, ne « 6JBO x 10** m'3,
c) tangential direction, t~18ms,Tg~ 551 eV, ne » 529 x W^mr3,
d) tangential direction, t = 18ms,Te = 568 eV, ne = 3.94 x 10>9 nc3.
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Discussion
Possible explanations for these kind of distortions were given by several authors who
reported similar effects measured in the radial direction. Strong dips in die spectra of the L-2
stellerator were ascribed to trapped electrons [6], Since observations in TORTUR were
performed at the plasma centre the trapped electrons should be of no significance. At
ALCATOR [7] and FT [8] the non-thermal features are explained by the existence of slide away and suprathermal electrons resp.. Non-thermal spectra in THOR were ascribed to
runaways [9]. The congruence between radial and tangential spectra in TORTUR demonstrates
that the distortion of radial spectra can not be the projection of toroidal tail distributions.
Furthermore the partial density of the observed non-thermal features (-O.QSxn^) is much larger
than the run-away density tig-tail £ 1.4 x 10 15 nr 5 at t = 10 ms which is calculated from the
run-away production rate according to Knoepfel and Spong [10]. Our first explanation is to
ascribe these features to the existence of magneto-sonic waves, such as the Alfven wave, since
the distortions are strongest at a wavelength shift which corresponds well to the Alfvén velocity
[3,4]. This picture is supported by the presence of distinct frequency peaks near 3 MHz in the
density fluctuation spectra, as recorded by collective scanning [3], but in contradiction to the
found mass dependence. From the dispersion relation one expects stronger growth rates for
these waves in the direction parallel to Bj than perpendicular to Bjr Preliminary data
acquisition indicates tint the amplitude of tte
in the radial one and thus supports the given explanation. Further study and data-analysis is
required to verify the hypothesis that the velocity distribution function is disturbed quasistationary by u^ presence of tnagneto-sonic waves.

Conclusion
"

Tangential and radial Thomson scattering at TORTUR plasmas demonstrate that the

velocity distribution of mildly turbulent plasmas is non-Maxwellian, which is of great
importance for transpon computations. At T c £ 500 eV the current density can be determined
with an accuracy of 20% by a single laser pulse.
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ECRH AS A RESEARCH TOOL ON RTP.
Pi W .PffTïW l 1 l |rM A Smits, P. Manimveld,
AAM. Oomens, F.C Schulkr and A.G A. Verhoeven
FOM Institute for Plasma Physics "Rijnhuizen', Association EURATOM-FOM,
P.O. Box 1207.3430 BE Nieuwegein. The Netherlands.

Introduction.
The energy confinement degradation with additional heating and the strong coupling
between energy and panicle confinement ait notorious issues m currem tokamakresearch.The
true nature of the mechanisms causing the losses, however, has still to be determined. Those
unknown mechanisms appear not to be affected by the plasma size in the sense that scaling
laws exist, which cover small as well as large tnkamaks [ 1 j . Furthermore, global confinement
is strongly influenced by anomalous transpon in die boundary region. The power, density, and
current dependence of the anomaly seems to be common for ECRH, NBI and ICRH, i.e.
independent of die heating method [23]. Detailed transport studies in any tokamak large
enough to avoid domination by atomic effects and equipped with a flexible system for
powerful, localized, and programmable heating, along with an adequate diagnostic system,
could contribute relevantly to the understanding of fundamental transport mechanisms in fusion
relevant tokamak plasmas. RTP, the new Rijnhuizen Tokamak Project has come into operation
early 1989 and will be dedicated to such studies. The stainless steel vacuum vessel with
dimensions of RQ = .72 m and b - .23 m has a carbon limiter allowing a minor radius up to a =
185 m. The maximum toroidal field is 2.5 T, Ip £ 200 kA, the discharge duration is 250 ms,
and the electron density wili be in the range of 4-10 11 m 3 to MO 20 or 3 . RTP is the former
Grenoble tokamak PETULA adapted to its new task [4], A 60 GHz, 600kW Electron
Cyclotron Resonance Heating (ECRH) system will be used for strong auxiliary heating.
Research propamine for RTP.
f

The experimental work on transpon mechanisim in tokamakswülfccusw

accurate as possible the radial and pokridal structure of the plasma equilibrium and of the
spectra of the fluctuations that can be expected to cause turbulent transpon of particles and
energy. In addition to the examination of steady state conditions of plasmas with Ohmic and
intense additional heating, a large effort will be made to study the evolution of relevant plasma
parameters in time and space for transient states, generated as a response to well-defined
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perturbations such as modulation of local heating, current, and gas puffing» and by pellet
injection. Theoretical transport models will be compared mth the experimeiiuri findings.
ECRH for RTP,
On RTP the additional heating power will be supplied by an ECRH system consisting of
three 60 GHz, 200 kW, 100 ms gyrotrons. The almost optical propagation of the waves,
localized absorption of wave power, direct election heating, and the possibility of selective
interaction in velocity space advance ECRH to be the best heating method for RTP. Localized,
controllable power deposition is a must for the physics programme, and direct electron heating
is highly appropriate as electrons are expected to be the main cause of anomalous transport.
The highest single-pass absorption will be obtained for waves propagating in fundamental
O- or X-roode (B = 2.14 T), or in 2 n d harmonic X-mode (B = 1.07 T). For fundamental Omode in a 1 keV RTP-size plasma with central resonance, the single-pass absorbed power
fraction is £ 0.65. Almost full absorption ( > .95) occurs for high T e ( £ 3 keV). The cut-off
density of the waves is n ^ = 4.47-1019 nr 3 . Diffraction effects become considerable for r^ >
3-1019 nr3. Second harmonic X-mode would show almost complete absorption ( > .99) for a 1
keV plasma, but the cut-off density is halved to 2.23* 101* nr 3 , while target plasmas may not
be as good as those of normal operation at 2.2 T. The first harmonic X-mode shows better
absorption in an extended density range: up to 8.9-1019 nr 3 . However, the power must be
launched obliquely to the magnetic field from the high field side (HFS) to reach die gyroresonance regions directly, and to obtain high single-pass absorption. Due to down shifted
resonance effects the absorption region along the ray is less localized than in die case of
perpendicular O-mode launch from the low-field side (LPS), which is a few mm in depth.
Nevertheless, the localization of energy deposition using HFS launching can remain satisfactory by employing grazing incidence on the flux surfaces. Ray paths and damping
characteristics were obtained with the ray tracing code TORAY [5]. Density and temperature
profiles were modelled with parabolas and squared parabolas, and using a modest pedestal.
Fig. 1 shows an example of ray tracing results for central electron density ne(0) = 2 1 0 1 9 nr 3 ,
T e (0) = 1 keV, and B T = 2.14 T (central heating). The lines are projections of the ray
trajectories on the poloidal plane. The angle ^ between the projection of the ray on the
equatorial plane and the major radius is -45% while the angle between the ray and the vertical
direction, 8, is varied from 95* to 175* with a 10* interval, which is thought to be characteristic for i t , beam width.
Fig. 1 manifests a simple tool to control the energy deposition: by varying 0, the energy
can be deposited on chosen flux surfaces without changing the magnetic field, so on-axis and
off-axis heating effects can be compared for the same target plasma. Further it would be
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possible to deposit energy at different flux surfaces simultaneously, using two or more
gyrotrons. This is an important feature for transport studies.
Fig. 2 gives the absorbed power fraction, f, and the radial span within which the intensity
in the ray drops from 90% to 10% of its initial value as a function of the angle 8. This
spanwidth gives a measure of the localization of the power deposition.
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the span of the band within which
intensity dropsfrom90% to 10% of
its initial value as a function of 9,
for the case ofFig. 1.

Fig. 3 shows for a ray injected under 8 = 125* and $ = -45* the absorbed power fraction
as a function of the central density for three values of B. A high single pass absorption for i^
= 1 - 8 • 1019 nr3 is found for various magnetic fields and a wide range of injection angles.
Comparison with fundamental O-mode and 2 nd harmonic X-mode launching shows the
superior properties of the HFS fundamental X-mode injection scheme for RTP.
Fig. 3. Single pass absorption f of a ray
launchedfrom HFS infirstharmonic
X-mode (1X) ($ = 125°, f = -45°)
for central resonance (o) and
resonance +al2 f+) and-a/2 (-)
displaced. The valuesfor O-mode
{10) and 2nd harmonic X-mode
[2X) are also given (perpendicular
LFS launch).

tto 1 9 »- 3 )
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Four ports at two toroidal positions which are about 180" apart, are available for the
ECRH access to the torus. The power will be launched both from the LFS through ports in the
equatorial plane via two outside launchers, and from HFS through top ports via two topport launchers (Fig.4). The LFS launcher (I) and lop-port launcher (II) will be connected
permanently to a gyrotron. The dürd gyrotron will be connected to either a lop-port (Ilia) or 10
a LFS launcher (111b). The HFS launchers consist of bent cctrugaied(n and Dia, HE, r mode)
waveguides with a 27.8 nun diameter and a rotatabk fbcussingnwior at the end o f t e bend.

Fig.4. The launching possibilities.
The LFS iaunchers will be open-ended smooth (I, TE,,-modc) and corrugated (IHb,HE u mode) waveguides with a 63.5 mm diameter radiating linearly polarized EC-power to couple ID
the 1 st harmonic O-mode or 2 n d harmonic X-mode. For the opposite torus wall three options
are considered: a mode converting mirror, a smooth mirror or an absorber material which
would make the study of single pass effects possible. A problem availability of suited
absorber materials.
For all three gyrotrons it will be possible to modulate the RF output power. Square
wave modulation with a frequency up to 100 kHz can be achieved for modulation depths up
to 100%; modulation frequencies up to 300 kHz will be possible for 50% modulation depth.
More sophisticated pulse shaping will be controlled by means of a micro processor. The
deposition features in combination with the modulation possibility offer a wide variety of
possible steady state or transient transport studies. Studies in the field of MHD control and
profile control, and experiments affecting electron velocity distributions will be possible.
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foopDJiiiRiiobliojueX-iiMAHfêlaw
isrequired.Two approaches are onder stndy. Ia the fast the eitiptical polarization is produced
by a wavegiude polarizer. This pofagizcrprincipalfr
gradually squeezed to an ellipse in die middle. At both ends, ksaoss-stctnuB circular again.
A sine-squared function is usedfardas squeeze oteance to get a 9(T phase diffiocnce between
diefkkitouyonentspnpctidirwlarandparalklto
the polarizer. All elliptic polarizations between circular and liiiear can be produced by rotating
the polarizer with lespeet to the incoming TE n signal. By rotating bom die TEQI-TB^
converter and the polarizer, the orientation of the ellipse can be adjusted. See [6] and the
references therein. In this way, the notation can be launched via a snnomfocussmgmirror.
The second approach to obtain die reqnned elliptic polarization is to launch linearly
polarized waves from a transmission ure in HEj] mode onto a corrugated minor. The linear
polarization is convened tocffipticalpularii^^
and the orientatkm of n^ ellipse can be varied by rotating die polarization direction of die
incident wave and byrotatingdie direction of die grooves in die plane of the m nor by an angle
t\. If x is die phase shift of the electric field component perpendicular to die grooves widi
respecttodie field coinponent parallel to die grooves after iefkxtion on die nimor,D^eUH)6city
diat can be produced which is closest tol equals tg(x/2). In oider to achieve «bmaiy ellipses, x
must dierdere equal 90* for all angles of incidence.
However, since t is a (complicated) function of die angles of incidence, die groove
parameters can only be chosen such ami x is dose to 90* fw aU «gles TJ »id reflection amjkCAt RTPr ( satisfies 22" £ £ £ 46' whereas n, can be chosen arbitrarily. Since x is symmetric in
r\ every 90*. measurements and calculations were performed for 0* S i\ S 90*. For a minor
with groove width 2 mm, period 2.5 mm, and depdi 0.9 mm, dieresultsare shown in Fig. 5.
Crosses whcaie measurements,, while raknibtkws arc ijven by solid lines. The accuracy of the
groove depth appealed to be about 0.05 mm. This introduces a systematic error of ±5" which
explains die deviation between measurements and calcuhtions.Work is in progress at minors
with anaccuracy of 0.01 mm.
Therequiredpolarization direction of die wave incident on die mirrorTand die required
rotation angle r\ of die grooves can be calculatedfromifTJ. For IHP.xnwst lie between 60*
and 120*. From o^ nxasuremens c«ie observes diat for most values o^
that range. Moreover, groove parameters have been found for which 60* < x < 120*. In
conclusion: at low power, die corrugated mirror is an adequate instrument to produce the
elliptical polarized waves that will excite the X-mooTeui die ITTP plasma.
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Fig. 5. Thephase shift t between thefieldcomponent! perpendicular and parallel to the
grooves after reflection on the mirror as a function of Tf and £.
At high power, arc breakdown across the grooves caused by sharp edges may distort the
reflection characteristics Therefore, in the near future, measurements will be performed on
mirrors with rounded ribs.
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COLLECTIVE SCATTERING FROM 60 GHZ ECRF WAVES AT RTP
S.K. Kim. C.AJ. Hugenholtz, AJ.H. Donné, W.A. Peebles* and N.C Luhmann Jr*
FOM-Institute for Plasma Physics 'Rijnhuizen', Association EURATOM-FOM
P.O.Box 1207,3430 BE Nieuwegein, The Netherlands
•University of California, Los Angeles, CA, USA
Introduction
Electron cyclotron resonance heating (ECRH) experiments with three 60 GHz, 200 kW
gyrotrons will be performed on the Rijnhuizen Tokamak Project (RTP). RTP tokamak has a
major radius of 72 cm, minor radius of 17 cm, and B j £ 22 kG (to be increased eventually to
2S kG), n c £ 1 x 10 20 m 3 , L, £ 200 kA. Various heating schemes will be investigated,
including X-mode inside launch with adjustable launch angle and O-mode outside
perpendicular launch. Research topics include electron heat transport during modulated ECRH
and profile control via localized heating. For such investigations, it is crucial to understand the
ECR heating process. In this paper, we will discuss the feasibility of collective Thomsonscattering measurement of various (fully or partially) electrostatic waves involved in ECRH,
e.g., X-mode and mode-converted electron Bernstein waves with <B/2JI - 60 GHz, utilizing
radiation sources in the infrared (IR) or far-infrared (FIR) region. The information thus
obtained will help understand the physics mechanism(s) of the heating process with ECRF
waves.
Collective scattering
Collective scattering monitors basically electron-density fluctuations. Hence its application
to the measurements of coherent plasma waves is limited to those involving such fluctuations,
i.e., (fully or partially) electrostatic waves. For ECRH, such scattering measurement will be
useful primarily for X-mode heating schemes. Figure 1 shows the schematic of the dispersion
curve of X-wave and the electrostatic Bernstein wave in the vicinity of eo= (o„ and co= coyu,
where (o„ is the cyclotron frequency and (0uH is the upper-hybrid frequency, after Puri [1].
Mode conversion of the slow X-mode at the upper hybrid resonance layer into an electrostatic
Bernstein mode is depicted. This process is relevant to the inside bunched X-mode heating and
the outside obliquely launched O-mode heating with high density target plasma [2].
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Ü g J L Schematic of the extraordinary wave dispersion in the
vicinity of take (efier []]). o ^ =
From the figure, for an observation window located at to * G\.e, one expects two relatively
distinct waves: small k (long wavelength) X-mode with k « k ^ - 12 c m 1 and large k (short
wavelength) electron Bernstein mode with k » p ^ 1 * 100 -1000 cm 1 resultant from modeconversion of the X-mode. For X-modes, the scattering is in the collective regime, i.e., a =
QtXDyl»

1 where Debye length XD~ 0.003 cm for typical RTP parameters. For Bernstein

waves, the scattering is marginally collective, i.e., a « 1. This poses both as a difficulty and as
a challenge for an accurate interpretation of measurement results from Bernstein waves. As o)
approaches tt>uH, which, for a fixed wave frequency of to, is equivalent to translating the
scattering volume outward from cyclotron layer to upper-hybrid layer, wavenumbers of the two
modes will converge. For Bragg scattering (ICQ- k , » 1^), the scattering angle is given by
sin8,= (kw/2lc0), where 1^, ks, and kw are die wavenumbers of the probe radiation, the
scattered and the scatterer wave, respectively. The wavelength range suitable for achieving
reasonable collective scattering angle thus falls within the infrared (IR) aikLfar-infrared (FIR)
region (k 0 « 50-7000 cm 1 ).
However, the high wave frequency of 60 GHz renders simple homodyne measurement
unattractive due to the resultant high intermediate frequency (IF). Therefore, a separate local
oscillator (LO) at a different frequency is desirable so that a manageable IF can be produced.
Scattering at large k».
For large-kw electron Bernstein modes, we will employ two C 0 2 lasers whose output
frequencies are different by ~60 GHz. Large wavenumber of IR radiation (A-=10.6 \un, ka=
5900 cm') permits a manageable scattering angle of ~2° up to -5° for 1^ s 1000 cm*1. For
small-k X-modes, the system can be configured as a far-forward scattering (6,* 0) system,
where a high-dispersion grating can be used if necesary to separate the down-shifted scattered
radiation from the probe beam. To achieve the necessary frequency separation between IX) and
probe beam, each laser will operate at one of two adjacent CO2 laser lines from the p-branch in
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either 9 nm or 10 ujn band, which have a frequency difference in the vicinity of 60 GHz.
Specifically, 10P38-10P36, and 9P36-9P34 have difference frequencies of 60.23 GHz and
60.28 GHz, respectively [3]. Thus the beat frequency between the scattered radiation and the
LO will be in die range of -500 MHz. Fast IR detectors, such as Ge.Cu photoconductors
counterdoped with Sb and HgCdTe photovoltaic detectors, are available for IF of up to a few
GHz, with a noise equivalent power (NEP) of -10* 19 Watt/Hz. This amounts to a minimum
detectable power of ~10-10 Watt for an IF bandwidth of 1 CHz.
«

For an estimation of the measurability of the ECRF waves through IR scattering, a
comparison with similar measurements [4] might be useful. For example, in ICRF heated
Microtor discharges (PRF/POH • 0.1-0.5), typically iie of - 1 0 1 6 nr3 ( - 0.1% of background
density) was observed in association with mode-converted ion-Bernstein waves. In addition,
the fluctuation level was found to increase as P^pwas increased If we take this fluctuation level
as the lowerbound for RTP ( P ^ / P Q ^ I ,0 at similar densities), then the collective scattering
power P,= 0.25 P ^ r ^ ^ ) 2 , where the probe beam power Po=100 Watt with X=10.6 \un, a
scattering volume length 1^=0.5 cm, and re is the electron radius, will be in the range of -10-1°
Watt. Figure 2 is comparable to the expected minimum detectable power. Actual minimum
scattered power level should be comparable to this, since die weaker density dependence (~fi)
of non-collective scattering power ( a « l ) will be matched by higher density fluctuation level
for large k electron Bernstein waves than that of ion waves for the same RF field strength
(n-kE). Therefore reasonable S/N values are expected.

f o « 28 THz
Kn - 5900 cm*1
ECR waves
(w-60GHz
k w « 100-1000 cm"
f , - fo -60.00GHz
k t - k0
infrared detector

ns-i

(1 GHz) Q+f

- f -60.28GHz __ ,
LD o
COs laser
computer

Amp

filter

crystal
detector

Fif. 2. Schematic of the collective IR scattering system.
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This measurement requires the COj lasers to operate at stable outputfrequencywith respect to
each other and to have no higher transverse spatial mode other than TEMoo during the tnlramair
discharge. For the low-power CO2 laser for LO, the nominal stability is 20 kHz per 100 ms
and a similar value is expected for the high power laser. As an alternative for LO generation,
possibilities of employing the technique of CO2 laser sideband generation via microwaves [5]
will be investigated. This technique is well-established both in IR and FIR region for
application in high-resolution Doppler-free molecular spectroscopy. It basically is a process of
mixing the IR (or FIR) radiation with the output of a (tunable) microwave source on a nonlinear
crystal such as CdTe or GaAs.
Scattering at small k„
For measurement of small-k X-mode, an FIR scattering scheme will be employed 16]. The
system is based on a heterodyne receiver system at 185 GHz, with a 245 GHz (k - 51 cm*1)
far-infrared laser output radiation as the probe and a multiplied solid-state Gunn oscillaror at
-185 GHz as the LO. Scattered FIR radiation whose frequency is down-shifted from 245 GHz
to 185 GHz, is mixed with the LO on a low-noise GaAs Schottky diode mixer, to generate
IF signals. One advantage of this FIR scattering scheme is that the plasma microturbulence
can be measured simultaneously with the same collection optics. This is due vo the fact that
thefrequencyof FIR radiation scatteredfrommicroturbulence remains much closer to the probe
frequency, which can therefore be separatedfromECRF wave signal via an frequency-selective
quasi-optical diplexer. Such information of microturbulence will help investigate
simultaneously the ECRH effect on the turbulent transport. In a similar manner to IR scattering,
the expected scattered power level from ECRF waves can be shown to be in 210-* Watt range,
for P0= 10 mW at wavelength of 1.2 mm and LyOf 3 cm. Mixers operating in the 170-260
GHz range with double-sideband NEP of 10*20 watt/Hz are available, resulting in a minimum
detectable power level of - 1 0 - n Watt with an IF bandwidth of 1 GHz. In this scheme,
however, careful interpretation of the scattering geometry is necessary, since the wavenumbers
of the probe and the scattered radiation are different and thus the scattering is not in the Bragg
regime. In addition, enhanced harmonic ECE during ECRH observed in many tokamaks might
have to be carefully discriminated against the scattered signal (3rd harmonic ECE falls in the
vicinity of 185 GHz). These difficulties are absent for IR (X=10.6 urn, k0= 5900 c m 1 )
scattering, since/0« 28 THz »fct and thus k^k, (Bragg scattering).
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Ray wil) «idfflptrimcnuuirct-np
Unlike the lowfrequencyICRF waves, die ECRF waves behave more like iays. This
means one should choose carefully the site ofthe scanering volume to intersect with die ECRF
waves, especially along the toroidal directum Qnsequcady wave activity is more likely to be
observed when die measurement is made at a closer position to the ECRH pott For RTP, two
pott positions ate available, one separatedfromECH port by less than HP and another by 60°
toroidally. Figure 3 shows results from TORAY ray-tracing code for RTP parameters,
simulating an X-mede inside launch at an angle of 45° with respect to die major radius, which
corresponds to a situation where die waves can travel die farthest toroidally.

Fig. 3. Toroidal projection of X-mode rays
(solid line) for RTP calculated from TORAY
code, launched from inside at 45?from the
rnajorradiwandfrom the meridktn plane, with
beam divergence (FWHM) - / 0 » . « r = 22
kG, l,=200kA, n„=6xl0i*m'. Rays for the
mode-converted electron Bernstein waves
(broken line) are added schematically,
originating at the upper-hybrid layer where
coldX-mode stops (after 12)).
Note that the ray stops midway, past die plasma center, when it encounters die upper-hybrid
resonance layer. However, the «absorbed X-roode power reaching d>e upper hybrid layer is
almost completely mode converted into elecm» Bernstein waves propagating badcward,wrikA
are damped subsequently as they approach the cyclotronresonancelayer. This is indicated
schematically in thefiguresince TORAY does not calculate mode-conversion processes. Even
though the ray for rriode-convened Bernstein waves gives an impression of an alroost parallel
propagation as die wave approaches the cyclotron resonance layer, die wavenumber
composition is still such that k x becomes moieajidmciedoiDinantoveTk||[2]. Therefore, die
scattering will be confined almost within the poloidal cross section, unlike the expectations in
ref,[6] where die possibility of a parallel scattering was discussed,
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CURRENT DRIVE BY ELECTRON CYCLOTRON WAVES IN NET
G. Giruzzi. TJ. Schep and E. Westerhof
FOM Institute for Plasma Physics 'Rijnhuizen'
Association EURATOM-FOM, Nieuwegein, The Netherlands

1. Introduction.
A potentially attractive scenario for steady-state operations in the Next European Torus
relies on the use of lower-hybrid (LH) waves for non-inductive current drive in the plasma
periphery and of electron cyclotron (EC) waves in the central region [1]. This scenario is
investigated theoretically with the aim of o"e«erimning the best options for the EC oirrent drive
system and of evaluating the expected current drive efficiency. The latter is defined as Tj =
IRniyW (AW'1 10 20 nr 2 ), where I is the total driven current, W the total dissipated wave
power, Ro die major radius and n^ the average density. The basic NET parameters for die RF
current drive regime are taken to be: RQ = 5.25 m, minor radius in the equatorial plane a = 1.4
m, elongation K = 2.2, Br = 5 J T, Ip - 11 MA, He = 0.75 x 1 0 » m-3, and T e = 15 keV. The
profiles chosen for this study are: ne = He(0)(l-p 6 ) t T e = T e (0)(l-p 2 ), where p 2 = (w Vn)AVb" ¥o)* V is the pokridal flux function, and yn • V b i t s v * l u c s a t * * plasma axis and
boundary, respectively. The EC waves trajectories in the NET magnetic configuration,
obtained from an equilibrium code, are evaluated by means of die toroidal ray-tracing code
TORAY [2]. Furthermore, the ray-tracing is coupled to a 3-D bounce-averaged quasilinear
Fokker-Flanck code [3J which determines die modifications of the electron distribution function
due to the absorption of EC wave beams of finite angular spread, die driven current and
evaluates the wave damping selfconsistently. The presence of an electron tail sustained by LH
waves in die outer part of die plasma (0.5 £ p & 0.9) and carrying a current in the range of 3 to
8 MA, is taken into account. The appropriate bounce-averaged parallel diffusion term is added
to die Fokker-Planck equation [4].
2. Rav trajectories and linear absorption.
Current drive by EC waves requires oblique propagation (i.e., parallel refractive index NB
* 0) and wave absorption at frequency to significantly different from die EC frequency co c ,
because of the relattvistic and Doppler detuning mechanisms. Two scenarios are possible:
wave absorption at downshifted frequency (to < coc) or at upshifted frequency (to > coc).
Ahhough in principle very attractive, die use of downshifted frequencies is of limited interest.
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since in ibis case the anient drive efficiency deteriorates away from the plasma center because
of electron trapping effects [5,3). For example, for the injection of 45 MW X-mode waves at
80 GHz, such that absorption occurs around p = 0.4, a current drive efficiency of only
T) = 0.04S is found. At 90 MW the efficiency is found to be reduced by a further 25%.
Therefore, we limit the further investigation to the upshifted frequency scheme. A wave
frequency significantly lower than 2©c must be chosen, in order to avoid overlap with
downshifted 2nd harmonic absorption, which drives current in the opposite direction [6]. In
this frequency range, the X-mode is generally cut off, and the O-mode has to be used. Wave
injection from a top port is consideredfirst.This launching configuration is attractive since the
magnetic field is nearly constant along the ray trajectory. A suitable choice of wave frequency
and direction of injection then allows the interaction with high velocity electrons along most of
dieraytrajectory in order to optimize the current drive efficiency. However, as shown by the
following example, the wave damping is so sensitive to the injection angle that control of the
power absorption profile and of the generated current is hardly feasible. Projections of the ray
paths in the poloidal cross-section for the O-mode at 180 GHz (i.e., co^oo » 0.86), injected at
two slightly different angles \ = 23° (a) and \ = 21° (b), where \ • arcsin N||, are shown in
Fig. 1.

•#a

4

s

6

*• R Cm)

7

and:<a)l=23°;(b)S=2i:Largedots
indicate die region where the wave power
is absorbed.

The corresponding fractions of transmitted wave power are presented in Fig. 2, where open
circles indicate the regions in which absorption is due to the 2nd harmonic resonance.
Note that in case (a) the absorption is quite strong, peripheral and practically due to the
fundamental resonance only, whereas in case (b) the absorption is moderate, central and mainly
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1.2

Fjjg. 2. Fraction of transmitted wave
power versus pfor the cases of Fig. I.
Open circles indicate the region where
absorption is due to the 2nd harmonic
(downshifted) resonance.
due to the 2nd harmonic resonance. This dramatic sensitivity to the injection angle for top
launching at co > <oc is a general result, thus this method is not suited for central cuirent drive,
since a remote control of the generated current density profile is, in any case, highly desirable.
We then consider wave launching in the equatorial plane. The ray trajectories for the O-mode at
ISO GHz are shown in Fig. 3, for $ = 45° (a), 35° (b), 25° (c), and 15° (d). The corresponding
fractions of transmitted wave power are presented in Fig. 4.
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Fif. 3 . As in Fig. J for equatorial
launching and: (a) $ = 45*; (b) 35°;
(c)259;(d)lS°.

Fif. 4 . As in Fig. 2, for the conditions of Fig. 3.
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The figures show that the absorption region can be shifted by varying the injection angle, hence
a distribution of wave beams of spread 20° in the toroidal angle can cover all the region
0 5 p & 0.8 and the power deposition profile can, in principle, be tailored by varying the
power input in each beam. Note that only the case (d), in which absorption takes place at p 0.3 on the high-Meld side of the flux surfaces, is affected significantly by the 2nd harmonic
absorption. This behaviour is practically unchanged if the wave frequency is increased up to
240 GHz and the injection angles are adapted accordingly in order to deposit the wave power in
the same spatial regions. The impact of the presence of a LH tail in the plasma periphery on the
penetration of the EC waves has been investigated by assuming a LH-driven current of 8 MA,
i.e., a current density J - 0.2S kA/cm2 originating from the interaction of 85 MW of LH waves
with electrons in the range 0.68 m c ^ p i i ^ 0.76 inc. In all these cases, absorption by the LH
tail is found to be negligible. This is due to the fact that the resonant velocities generally lie
below the velocity range of the LH taiL
3. Current drive bv EC and LH waves.
We now investigate die current drive efficiency and the current density profiles driven in
the case of equatorial launching, for different wave frequencies, powers and launching
directions, in order to elucidate the scaling of the efficiency with those parameters and the
impact of the electron trapping effects. The main results of wis study are summarized in
Table I.
Tatfcl
W2*(GHz)

t
W(MW)
I (MA)
1

P

220
35°
13

220

1.12

0.54

0J4
0.1

033
0.1

35.

6.5

180
25°
10

180
30*
75

180
35°
75

0.53
0.21

2.45
0.13

2.25
0.12

0.1

0.3

0.5

It appears that: i) the power dependence of the efficiency is very weak, as expected for co > cot
[7]; ii) the efficiency can be significantly improved by increasing the wave frequency, since this
generally enhances die resonant energy; iii) the efficiency deterioration due to trapping effects
is less than a factor of 2 when the location of wave power deposition is shifted from p » 0.1 to
p * 0.5. It has been checked that in the case of outermost power deposition Oast column of
Table I ) the efficiency increases about 10 % only in the presence of a LH tail carrying a current
of 3 MA (obtained for an injected power of 35 MW and a LH spectrum interacting in the range
0.65 mc i pu & 0.87 mc). The current density profiles corresponding to the cases of the last
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25°, 30°, and 35°, with powers W = IS, 120, and 90 MW, respectively. The profile generated
by the LH waves alone is also shown (dashed line). The total driven current is I = 10.6 MA,
which yields T) « 0.13 for the EC waves and a global efficiency (including LH power)
T)» 0.16. The present example using three beams produces a non-monotonic current density
profile. Use of a larger number of narrow beams allows the generation of a smoother spectrum
in N||, which yields a smoother current density profile.
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Fjg^5_:,Profiles of the driven current
density for 0-wave beams of frequency
180 GHz, half-width A£ = 5°, injected in
the equatorial plane, and: (a) $ = 25°,W=
WMW;(b)S = 30°fW=75MW(c)è =
3S*,W=75MW.

Fif. 6 Profile of the current driven by
simultaneous use of 35 MW of LH
wave power and of the three EC wave
beams of Fig. 5, but with powers W =
15, 120, and 90 MW, respectively.
The dashed line is the current driven by
the LH waves alone.

In conclusion, we have shown that i) the optimum current drive efficiencies for EC waves are
obtained using the upshifted resonance scheme, ii) a smooth current density profile can be
obtained by appropriately choosing the injection angles for a large number of beams so as to
generate a smooth spectrum in r% and iii) the current density profik can be tailored by tailoring
the spectrum in N|j. The otxairied ettidency can soil be arjprcciaWy irnpr^
the fraction of power input in the LH waves, which have better efficiency; ii) using EC waves
of higher frequency (e.g., 220 GHz); iii) optimizing the wave launching parameten (e.g.,
launching slightly outside the equatorial plane). A global improvement in the efficiency due to
these effects of the order of 30 -50% can be expected y
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1. Introduction.
Control of the cunentdeiisiiypiprue in ordg
be of great mqwrtaiicc in future tokafnakiOK^on. In IUf.[lL
Current Drive (ECCD) in the Next European Tons (NET) aimed at driving the man plasma
current for steady stale operation. Reasonable current drive efficiencies were obtained and
control over the current profile was shown to be possible, ila this paper we investigate the
possibility of profile control in NET with ECCD further. As an example we study current
profile control arouiidfcq=2 stirface. This hof partis
tearing
mode, which is driven unstable by die current density gradient inside the q = 2 surface, is a
major cause of disruptions (2]^
The analyses of theiequuriiienw on die driven current rorstahflizanon of die m-2 raring mode
as presented in Ref. [3] will serve as a benchmark for die present discussion of die effectiveness of die driven current for stabilization. A sufficient condition for stabilization of die
m=2 tearing mode is die completeflatteningof the omemoensiryprofilejust inside tbeq=2
surface. Assuming a Gaussian profile for die driven current j CD ~ «P(-P(P-pcD) 2 ). where
p is die normalized minor radius and 6 die peakedness, wis condition was shown to lead
roughly to die following requirement on die amplitude and localization of die driven current [3]:

p j ^ - p

and PcD~P(q-2)--H(-IciVIp)V^±Vvp r .

0)

where H is die Heaviside function. To opomzefe efficiency of the ctirirrtpr^
product of die current drive efficiency i| and die peakedness 0 must be maximized The
efficiency U defined as i\*1RjiJW fAW*» 1Ö20 nr^J, where I is the driven current, W the
dissipated power, Ro the major radius and 1^ die average demiry.
The magnetic equilibrium of NET used here, is characterized by Ro* 5,25 n%mmor radius in
die equatorial plane a » 1.4 m, elongation K - 2 . 2 , toroidalfieldon axis B T » 5 J T , current lp
* 10.8 MA, and safety factor qy(95%)» 3.6. The q • 2 surface is found at p * 0.85,
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where p is a normalized flax coordinate defined by p 2 * (%/- «foVOpb- VoX Y being the
poloidal flux, and yfa yb its values at the plasma axis and boundary, respectively. The density
profile is given by lie=n e <oXl-p 6 ) with n^o) = 1.0 x 10 2 0 m*3. To analyze the influence of
the temperature at q = 2 , various temperature profiles T e = T^o) (1 - p 2 )* are used with fixed
Tc(o) = 30l«V.Fora=l > 3/2 > 2wel»aveTe(q=2) = 8M.2kcV > respectivdy.

There are two approaches ID optimize the localization c f u ^ wave power ó^po&tion. First,
the localization along individual rays can be optimized by launching die waves such that die ray
paths are tangential to die flux surfaces in die region of power deposition. In that case, die
localization is honied by die spatial spread of die beam. Alternatively, one can minimize die
effect of die spatial spread of die beam by using equatorial wave lauiich, such duu the spatial
spread c^nV beam is tangential to die fbix surfaces. This U p
maks, where die radius of curvature of the flux surf aces is much uajer than nV spatial spread
of a beanx u tlus approach the localization B
process, which tor electron cyclotron waves is relatively small, and by the spread in the Ni
spectrum of the injected beam. Varying N | leads to a change in the position of power
deposition [1]. Here, we consider only this second approach, because it uses an intrinsic
property of die wave plasma interaction to c*lainat«)dlorati7arkTnraDVrAanDSatUrclieson
a technical effort to focus the wave beams,
As the q - 2 surface is close to the plasma edge, trapped electrons have a large impact on die
current drive efficiency. The efficiency of the down-shifted resonance scheme is strongly
reduced by trapped particle effects (1,4]. For die up-shifted resonance scheme the reduction
due to trapped particle effects is much smaller. Therefore, the up-shifted resonance scheme is
used. Furthermore, die optimization of the current drive efficiency requires interaction with
electrons of die highest possible energies. In the up-shiftedresonancescheme, resonance with
high energy electrons requires a large dopplcr shifX because c^u^ereUtmstk down shift of die
cyclotron frequency with increasing energy. Thus, a high current drive efficiency requires a
large value of Wal.
The combined choice for equatorial injection and tor tJie up»mifted resc*i^^
injection of die waves from die low-field side in die equatorial plane with a finite INal. The
wave frequency must be chosen such that die power is deposited near q = 2 on die low-field
side of the toros. A first estimate for the wave frequency that is to be used, can be obtained
mxnÜKmaxnnumijp-shiftofdKelea

f/fc(q»2)« (l-NJI)-1'2,

Na,

(2)
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where fc(q=2) = 1 3 8 GHz is the cyclotron frequency at the q = 2 surface. When INfll is
increased, however, interaction occurs with particles of increasingly higher energy, of which
there will not be enough to obtain significant absorption. This limits the current drive efficiency
that can be obtained. For the higher values of INil a frequency considerably below the value
given by Eq. (2) must be used.
3. Results of By-tracing calculations,
We have performed extensive ray-tracing calculations with the TORAY code [S] to study
the localization of the power deposition. A first estimate for the current drive efficiency r\ is
obtained from the Fisch formula generalized to include trapped particle effects [6]. Only current
drive in the co-direction is considered, which for the present equilibrium and the up-shifted
resonance scheme means wave injection with a negative value of Ni, i.e. a toroidal injection
angle + > 180°. The injection angle+is defined as the angle in uV horizontal plane between the
direction of injection and die major radius. Note that Ni - sin( $ ).
A Gaussian beam with an angular half-width of 2.5° is injected from an antenna at R = 7 m
where the spatial half widdi of die beam is 5 cm. The results of ray-tracing calculations for first
harmonic Omode waves are presented in Fig. 1 for the case with T e (q=2) = 8 keV. In Fig.
la the peakedness Pbora of the deposition profile of die total beam is given as a function of the
toroidal injection angle $. The peakedness of the power deposition Pay along die central ray of
rhe beam is also given. The peakedness Pny for individual rays is a decreasing function of I
70O

0.08

Fig. 1. The results of ray-tracing calculations. A beam of Omode waves is injected in the
equatorialplanefrom the low-field side at an angle $wim respect to the major radius.
(a) the peakedness of the power deposition for die total beam andfor the central ray;
(b) the normalised warefrequency and the current drive efficiency estimatedfromthe
generalized Fischformula.
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This is due to the fact that, forfiniteN* the absorption coefficient of thefirsthannonicO-modc
is inversely proportional to INnj, which gives rise to an increasing line width with increasing
INRI.

This effect limits the peakedness that can be obtained for + > 220°. For + < 220° die

peakedness foem is limited by die spread N|. This effect becomes larger when p approaches
180°. A maximum for p"beam is found for intermediate values of +, around + - 210° where
Pbeam - 250. Higher values of the peakedness can only be obtained for smaller angular
spreads. In Fig. lb the wave frequency normalized to the cyclotron frequency on q ~ 2,
f/f

C(Q=2),

and the estimate for die current drive efficiency
1

2

TJ are

given. A maximum in TJ is

2

found for p - 210°. where i\ - 0.07 [AW 10 " nr ]. For larger + the efficiency does not
increase further, although IN|jl still increases, because die maximum energy of die particles
which can absorb a significant part of the wave power is limited to a few tiines the local thermal
energy. This effect is also reflected in the fact that a wave frequency considerably below die
value of Eq. (2) has to be used. When 4 increases die resonance curve comes closer to die
trapping region leading to a further reduction of die current drive efficiency by trapped particle
effects. Similar results are obtained in die ray-tracing calculations for die cases widi a temperature of 4 and 2 keV at die q = 2 surface. The current drive efficiency is found to be almost
proportional to the temperature. At 2 keV, however, the maximum current drive efficiency is
found at ^ * 200°. Because of die lower temperature, die maximum in die current drive
efficiency isfoundfor a lower value of tN|L Forfixedinjection angle, die wavefrequencymust
be reduced widi die temperature to keep die power deposition around die q * 2 surface.
4. Results of Fokker-Planck calculations.
To obtain a more accurate estimate of die current drive efficiency Fokker-Planck quasilinear calculations are performed. The results for the injection of 10 MW at an angle of
$ • 210° are given in Table I and Fig. 2 for each of the three different temperatures.
TABLE I
Results of the Fokker-Plarck quasi-linear calculations.
2keV
2keV*
8keV
4keV
Tc(q=2)
210»
210°
200°
210°
f
1.056
1.080
1.033
1.108
&q»2>
10 MW
10 MW
10 MW
10 MW
PEC
147 kA
38 kA
83 kA
308 kA
ICD
0.032
0.12
0.06
0.016
r\ [AW-l 1020m-2j
250
400
350
700
Pteani
* In this case the angular spread in the beam is reduced tol*> in order to optimize the
localization.
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ISO

Fig. 2.

The driven current density profiles obtained from she Fokker-Planck
calculations for the injection of 10 MW of EC wave power.
(a)Te<Q=2) = 8keV,t = 21<y>,ICD = 308kA;
(b) Tg(q=2) = 4keV, + = 210°, lQD = 147 kA;
(c)Te(q=2) = 2keVt+ = 200t>,ICD=

83 kA.

The peakedness of the driven current density profile is also given. Substituting the obtained
values for the peakedness into Eq. (1), onefindsthat the currents that must be driven to obtain
a complete flattening of the current density profile are 430 kA in the case with Te(q=2) =
8 keV, 310 kA in the case with Te(q«2) = 4 keV, and 270 kA when Te(q=2) * 2 keV. In
general, already half this current is sufficient for stabilization of the m=2 tearing mode [3].
According to the table, the current driven by 10 MW is more than sufficient for stabilization,
when Tc(q=2) = 8 keV. In the 4 keV case, the current driven by 10 MW is slightly less than
half the current required for a complete flattening and is only marginally sufficient for
stabilization. When the temperature is 2 keV, however, the current drive efficiency is strongly
reduced and a current of only 38 kA is driven by the injection of 10 MW with a toroidal
injection angle of + • 210°. This is nearly an order of magnitude below the current that is
required for complete flattening of the current density profile. As mentioned above, in the 2
keV case the maximum current drive efficiency is obtained for a smaller injection angle,
{> - 200°. Also the peakedness is improved, when the waves are injected with a «nailer angular spread. In the last cohinm(rf Table I, the results for a calculate
with f - 200° and an angular half width of the beam of 1° are presented. Both the current
drive efficiency and the peakedness are increased by a factor of two, so that the driven current
is now marginally sufficient for stabilization.
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5.

Conclusions.
We have shown the possibility of control of die current density profile around the q - 2

surface by ECCD. The maximum current drive efficiency is proportioiial to the temperature at
q = 2. For equatorial injection, the maximum peakedness of the driven current density profile
is limited by the angular spread of the injected beam. For a temperature at q = 2of 4 to 8 keV,
using a beam with an injection angle of+ = 210° and an angular half width of 2.5°, 10 MW of
injected power is required for stabilization of the m=2 tearing mode. When a smaller angular
spread can be obtained, this amount of power is also sufficient for stabilization at the lower
temperature of 2 keV.
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